This paper examines the suitability of using OpenMP to provide a high performance parallel implementation of the physics portion of the Met O ce Model. Two approaches are explored; a`bottom up' incremental approach and a physics routine`segmenting' approach. The latter is found to be more scalable on an SGI Origin 2000.
Introduction
The Met O ce's suite of modeling codes, known as the Uni ed Model (UM) 1 , has been in use for both operational Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) and climate prediction since 1991. The UM is a large Fortran 77 and Fortran 90 code which includes atmospheric and oceanic prediction models (which may be coupled together), and data assimilation for both these models. The models can be run in many di erent con gurations and resolutions.
In contrast to many other forecasting centres, which use semi-implicit spectral models, the UM uses an explicit grid point formulation in both its global and regional con gurations. The scienti c formulation of the model can be split into two sections; the dynamics which keep the various elds in dynamical equilibrium, and the physics which parameterise the physical aspects of the atmosphere (for example solar heating and rainfall). The UM is currently run on an 880 processor Cray T3E.
The next major release of the UM will incorporate a semi-lagrangian dynamics scheme. The work described here has used a`stand-alone' version of this new scheme, termed New Dynamics (ND).
The ND already includes a relatively e cient message passing option for use on traditional MPP's. However, as a number of current and next generation high performance computers will be implemented as clusters of symmetric multi-processors (SMP's) (with some allowing the possibility of a shared memory programming model across the whole machine), it would be useful also to have an e cient shared memory parallel option. This paper examines the feasibility of this aim.
Aim and constraints
The primary aim of this work is to produce an e cient OpenMP 2 implementation of the physics portion of the ND code. The most scalable implementation (if it were possible) would clearly be one with a single, load balanced, parallel region for the whole of the physics code, with no synchronisation between threads.
However, there are four (potential) constraints which could con ict with this aim. The rst is for the OpenMP implementation to be exible i.e: allow the number of processors to change as the program runs. This could be useful to help system throughput and/or to target additional parallelism where the code is more scalable. The second is for the implementation to be clean, thereby allowing it to be easily understood and maintained. The third is for the implementation to be portable; this is addressed by using OpenMP. The fourth is for the modi cations to be relatively minor so that the existing (familiar) structure of the code is not drastically changed and that the modi cations are achievable within the time constraints.
3 Physics code structure
The majority of the ND physics is derived from the UM physics, thus the main physics structure (splitting physics code into functional blocks, such as, long and short wave radiation, convection and precipitation) is still prevalent.
The previous section noted that a fully asynchronous physics implementation would be e cient. However, there are three reasons why it is not possible to implement this in the ND. Firstly, in contrast to the current UM, the ND further splits the physics code into two separate routines (atmos physics1 and atmos physics2) which are separated by dynamics routines. Secondly, the ND utilises a staggered grid and interpolation is performed in the physics when required e.g: in the boundary layer. To achieve this requires communication and synchronisation between processors. Thirdly, in the stand alone version of the ND there may be diagnostic i/o between physics routine calls, which potentially requires data from all processors.
Parallelisation strategy
As fully asynchronous physics is not feasible, two alternative parallelisation approaches are examined in this paper. The rst uses the traditional`bottom up' approach in which each loop is independently parallelised (similar to the microtasking employed by the UM on the Cray YMP and Cray C90 1;3 ). Enhancements to this approach are also employed which remove (a potentially large amount of) thread initialisation and synchronisation using functionality provided in OpenMP.
In the second approach, each physics section is`segmented' into a loop of separate independent portions of work (where possible). This loop is then parallelised. A load balancing technique is also used to improve the performance of this approach. Segmenting will be described in Section 6.3.
Experimental method
The ND code was run on a 16 processor Origin 2000; each processor being a MIPS 195MHz R10000. The L2-cache was 4M and the total memory was 6144M. The compiler was MIPSpro f90 version 7.3.1.1m and the OS was IRIX release 6.5. All routines were compiled using -O optimisation.
Runs were performed using the SGI`miser' queuing system. Miser is similar to NQE except that, on the Origin2000, it guarantees exclusive access to processors. It does not, however, reserve any memory or interconnect bandwidth. Results are presented for one to eight processors. For each data point the fastest time from three runs was taken. Timings were taken by interfacing to the PAPI a performance tuning library. A global climate run (resolution 96x73x19) was used as a test bed for parallelisation. This was chosen as it was small, so that, rstly, runs did not take too much time and secondly, scalability issues were highlighted at smaller numbers of processors.
6 Implementation and Results
ls ppn
This section presents the implementation strategies and results for large scale precipitation (ls ppn). This routine is not the most computationally costly but was chosen as it is relatively small, therefore it was easy to test di erent strategies and provided a di cult test due to the limited amount of work. As it is relatively small it is also possible to present and explain its structure in reasonable detail. ls ppn has a relatively simple structure. For each atmospheric level, a gather of points is performed to avoid redundant computation, based on whether precipitation can occur at that point. Work is then performed on these gathered points. This work is partitioned using the (original UM) one dimensional vector form, whereas the full arrays are dimensioned and accessed using the (new ND) latitude and longitude form. Two parallel approaches are presented here. The rst is a bottom up and the second a segmenting approach.
Bottom up approach
In the bottom up approach, the loops outlined in the previous section are parallelised. Three implementations were examined using this approach.
The rst (base) implementation used the automatic parallelising compiler option (invoked with the -apo ag) on the target platform. This caused the code to slow down as the number of processors increased.
The second implementation manually added directives to the parallelisable loops. In this case it was decided to parallelise over latitude and longitude (and gathered latitude and longitude), keeping the calculation over levels sequential. This decision was based on the fact that, in general, the physics code is independent in latitude and longitude and has many dependencies b For the purposes of the paper the reader does not need to know the function of these routines, just their structure.
ecmwf2: submitted to World Scienti c on January 17, 2001over levels. Therefore, not only is it likely to be more e cient to parallelise the routine this way but it is also expected that other routines will be parallelised in the same manner, facilitating improved data locality. Furthermore, there are very few levels compared with latitude and longitude points.
The routine ls ppn was parallelised in longitude (the outer dimension and iterator) for the latitude/longitude loop. It was not possible to parallelise both indices (without code modi cation) as OpenMP is limited to the parallelisation of a single iterator. The gather index calculation is not parallelisable and was performed sequentially. The loops in the remaining routines perform work on the gathered data and are all singly nested and parallelisable. To help reduce any thread startup overheads the whole routine was enclosed in a single OpenMP parallel region and loops were partitioned using the OpenMP DO directive, rather than using a parallel region for each loop with the combined parallel region and parallel loop construct (PARALLEL DO). Note, OpenMP allows the number of executing threads to vary between parallel regions, but within a parallel region the number is xed. Even with this optimisation this approach caused the code to slow down as the number of processors increased. ditional OpenMP (NO WAIT) directive. The loops in ls ppnc, lsp ice, qsat and qsat wat are all enclosed within a single parallel region and have the same bounds. All loops are therefore guaranteed to use the same number of threads and, if each thread computes the same portion of the iteration space for each loop, there should be good data locality between loops and, for a static schedule, no barriers will be required. This implementation, therefore, must be run with a static schedule and relies on the OpenMP compiler to use the same partition and thread ordering for each loop. This is not an unreasonable assumption, and works for this target machine, but is not guaranteed in the OpenMP speci cation. The code structure of this third implementation is summarised on the previous page.
In the above implementation the parallel qsat and qsat wat routines were copied and renamed, as qsat and qsat wat are also called from convection. The performance results for this strategy are given in Figure 1 .
Segmenting approach
The segmenting approach splits the latitude and longitude points into separate segments at the control level i.e: from the routine that calls ls ppn. From this level, the gathering and scattering of points is independent as it is performed separately for each segment. The original code has a single subroutine call:
call ls_ppn(cf,...,rows,row_length,...)
The parallel code implements a parallel loop with the number of iterators equal to the number of threads. Each thread has its own segment calculated beforehand by the partition subroutine. In this case only the longitude is partitioned, however it is possible to partition latitude, or both latitude and longitude. An advantage of this approach is that fewer code changes are required A potential problem with this approach is load imbalance. In the rst instance the partition subroutine gives each processor an equal number of points to compute. However, if the separate gathers inside ls ppn do not reduce the number of computed points by similar amounts, some processors will have (potentially signi cant) more work to do than others. The solution employed here was to use feedback guided dynamic loop scheduling 4 . This technique uses the time from the previous iteration to calculate an improved partition. This is possible as the routine is called many times (once each timestep) and the load varies slowly over timesteps. The result of using this strategy is shown in Figure 1 . Despite the optimisations employed in the bottom up approach, it still scales poorly compared with the segmenting approach. This is probably due to the sequential index gather and associated synchronisation and communication.
The conclusion from this result is that it is better to segment than to use a bottom up approach as, both better performance is obtained and less code change is required (with the added bene t that this occurs at the control level).
Given this clear preference for segmenting, the strategy for parallelising the remaining code was to use this approach whenever possible. The rest ecmwf2: submitted to World Scienti c on January 17, 2001of this section presents the results of parallelising the remaining (computationally costly) physics routines. These are discussed in the order of their computational cost.
6.4 Long-wave Radiation Long-wave radiation is already segmented in the same style as it was for the UM 3 . Although the callee references arrays in both latitude and longitude, inside the routine latitude and longitude points are treated as a single vector. The results of this parallelisation are given in Figure 2 . In related work the super-linearity has been shown to be primarily due to better cache performance with smaller segment sizes and the performance on smaller numbers of processors can therefore be improved by increasing the number of segments per processor.
6.5 Short-wave Radiation Short-wave radiation is called from the same routine as Long-wave radiation and has the same features and issues. The code was therefore parallelised in the same manner. Note, parallelisation gives an equal number of lit-points to each processor and is therefore load balanced. In contrast the MPI parallel The results of this parallelisation are given in Figure 3 . Again, the superlinearity has been shown to be primarily due to better cache performance with smaller segment sizes and the performance on smaller numbers of processors can be improved by increasing the number of segments per processor.
6.6 Convection On examination of the convection code it was found that (in a similar way to the radiation routines) although the callee references arrays in both latitude and longitude, inside the routine latitude and longitude points are treated as a single vector. Unlike the radiation routines the segmented structure had been removed. However, the internal code still had the appropriate structure to allow segmenting i.e: the concept of local and global points. A loop was therefore added around the calling subroutine and the arrays indexed appropriately. This loop was then parallelised. The results of this parallelisation are given in Figure 4 . Again, convection scales well using this strategy. 
Boundary Layer
The Boundary layer code is large and complex. All of the code has been converted to use latitude and longitude indexing. The code performs computation on both data aligned to the pressure grid points and to the velocity grid points (these are staggered). Therefore, interpolation is performed which requires communication between processors. Due to its complex structure it was decided to parallelise the routine using an incremental (bottom up) approach. A number of code sections were identi ed within the Boundary layer subroutine. These were then parallelised using as few parallel regions and synchronisations as possible (following the strategy discussed in Section 6.2). The results of this parallelisation are shown in Figure 5 .
Large Scale Cloud
The structure of Large scale cloud is similar to ls ppn (see Section 6.1). For each level, a gather of points is performed, to avoid redundant computation, based on whether cloud can occur at that point. Work is then performed on these gathered points. All work on ungathered arrays is performed using latitude and longitude indexing. egy discussed in Section 6.2) and a segmented approach (incorporating the load balance technique mentioned in Section 6.3) are presented. These results supply further evidence that the segmenting approach is better than the bottom up approach.
Conclusions
Parallelisation at the segment level is more e cient than the bottom up approach (parallelising individual loops) and provides good scaling for the physics routines implemented using segmentation. Advantages of parallel segment approach are that it requires very little code modi cation and the modi cations are implemented at the control level. Furthermore, the number of processors used for each parallelised routine can be varied at run time (if required). Therefore the segment implementation ful lls the constraints discussed in Section 2. Parallelising using a bottom up approach has produced disappointing results. Only one routine still uses this approach, and this was only chosen because of the complexity of this routine.
OpenMP has proven to be very powerful and relatively simple to use. However, it is easy to make mistakes, and a simple method to check for correct results would be bene cial. The latitude/longitude indexing can cause problems when parallelising the code, and su ers from a limitation of OpenMP which only allows the parallelisation of a single iterator in a nested loop. The mixed use of di erent partitions can also cause additional unnecessary synchronisation.
Future work will attempt to segment the boundary layer code and examine the possibility of merging smaller physics routines to further improve scalability. A more radical, and potentially more e cient, approach would be to implement fully asynchronous regions for each of the two main physics routines (atmos physics1 and atmos physics2). This approach would have to perform some redundant computation to avoid the synchronisation associated with interpolation and delay any i/o until after the routines have completed.
